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Rogers State University
Campus Activity Team, Volunteer Master of Ceremonies

EXPERIENCE DJ/MC/Event Coordinator, DJ
Connection

June 2011 - Present

Create fun and dynamic 
atmospheres for events based on clients varying range of expectations

Plan and coordinate over 150 spec
ific events tailored to clients desires, ranging from birthday parties and bat mitzvahs, to 
weddings and corporate events

Maintain an entertaining and 
stress free environment for the client while building rapport, leading the event, and promoting 
future events through new connections
Resident Assistant, Rogers 
State University

May 2012 - Present

Create and maintain a healthy 
and safe environment for the  475 resi
dents occupying the campus apartments

Create and coordinate monthly 
events for the residents to participate in to encourage sociability and entertainment

Functionality in an office 
environment including filing, providing tours of housing, and providing services to the current 
residents
Part-Time Clerk, QuikTrip Corp
oration

June 2008 – August 2012

Provided Customer Service to a 
constant stream of varying clientele

Maintained a healthy, clean, and 
family-friendly environment to both 
customers and employees

Professional Skills Team-Orientation
As an RA and a DJ, I have completely adapted to 

participating in scenarios in which teamwork are imperative 
to success

While creating and coordinating programs and events for 
the residents to participate in, I help bring the team together and help keep the group on task
Leadership

My leadership is shown constantly by taken charge of the 
group of RA’s during events and helping direct the flow of the event both efficiently and effectively 

As a DJ, nothing would ever happen during a wedding 
without the direction of the MC, so I take the reins and make sure the entire group has an incredible time
Diplomatic/Effective Communicator

Through all of my employment, I have learned the 
importance of building rapport and maintaining goodwill while communicating with clients and co-workers

Especially while working at QuikTrip, being an effective 
communicator, while remaining respectful, concise, and entertaining, was one of the m
ost important aspects of the job


